SU P E R MA R K E T R E F R I G ERATION

Air Conditioning Racks Boost
SUPERSPAR Efficiency
Contractor, Solo Refrigeration and Air Conditioning of Nelspruit changed
from the “conventional” refrigeration plant layout for the new SUPERSPAR in
Mbabane,Swaziland.

K

evin Schlemmer of Phoenix Racks
designed two “hybrid” compressor racks:
a high temperature (HT) to handle the air
conditioning of the trading area and the service areas
and a medium / low temperature (MT/LT) rack to
handle the refrigerated chill and frozen cabinets and
cold rooms.
The HT rack with three Bitzer 6 cylinder semihermetic compressors, has a total cooling capacity of
about 300 kWR at 7,5º / 45º C on R22. To conserve
energy, each of the semi-hermetic compressors
is connected to a remote ABB VFD. This system
supplies cooling to conventional DX air handling units
which air condition the trading area as well as cooling
to the prep areas via DX blower coils.

Unique Hybrid Racks
A new generation hybrid system from Phoenix Racks
for the MT and LT utilizes a unique combination of
The project team visited Phoenix Racks in Cape Town on a fact finding mission before agreeing on a plant layout.
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as much as 35% on the total project. The rack is fitted
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with four Bitzer compressors each with its own remote
ABB VFD.
The LT circuit has a cooling capacity of about 30 kWR at -32º/45ºC, while the
MT circuit, being about 100 kWR at -8º / 45ºC with a charge of R507.
“Phoenix Racks have worked with Pieter Enslin of Solo Refrigeration on a
number of supermarket projects and we are proud to have been chosen as the
rack supplier for the Mbabane SUPERSPAR. We were very encouraged by his
acceptance of having a rack for the air conditioning instead of having additional
split units or similar, which one often used in supermarkets.”
“We have achieved a significant energy saving on this and other projects by
incorporating high efficiency design principles to AIR CONDITIONING systems
that are usually only applied to medium and low temp systems. There has been
a lot of interest in our new “hybrid” technology which gives real savings for plant
owners and operators” Kevin Schlemmer, Phoenix Racks.

The compact insulated plant room with high temp rack for AC on the left and
MT/LT rack on the right.

Recam air cooled condensers have been placed on the top of the plant room,
constructed of insulated paneling. The air temparature in the plant room is
minimized by a Metraclark evaporative cooler.
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